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Central Idea

Economic
Transformations

What

How

Where

Why

Economic growth

Supposed to be used and applied to 
production to bring economic benefits

Economic Growth

Before Industrial 
Revolution

• Trade, effective
markets, allocation

of resources

• Unusual

Modern Era

• “Useful

knowledge”

• Routine and
expected

Driven by:

Transformative
technological
changes:

European miracl
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Great Divergence

• Growth started in the West;

• They overcome growth constraints and
emerged during the 19th century as the most
powerful civilization;

• Why?

concept

Culture is a vague concept

• Kroeber and Kluckhohn (1952): assembled 156
definitions.

• Mokyr (2016):

– “Culture is a set of beliefs, values, and preferences,
capable of affecting behavior, that are socially (not
genetically) transmitted and that are shared by some
subset of society.”

State of the
world with

positive 
nature

Normative
statements

about society
and social 
relations

Normative
statements

about
individual 
matters

Institu x cult
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Culture x Institutions

Culture

• Entirely of the
mind

• Can differ from
individual to 
individual

• Is a matter of
individual choice

Institutions

• Incentives given
to every
individual

• Are socially
determined

• Are beyond they
control

The
concepts
coevolve

Institutions
divided a 
nation in 

two
different
societs

beliefs

How beliefs can affect economic
growht?

Transaction
costs

Trust
Cooperation

• Higher trust and cooperation
reduce trasaction costs

• facilitate exchange and
emergence of well-functioning
markets;

• Spirit of public consciousness and
willingness to abstain from free-
hiding behavior supports a
highersupply of public goods and
investment in infrastructure.

Supply of
public goods

Public
consciousness

Tech x willing
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Technology x Attitudes

• Technology is a consequence of human willingness
and ability to:

– Investigate

– Manipulate

– Exploit

– Acquire knowledge

– Disseminate knowledge

Search of
knowledge

Agenda 
research

Institutions
research

Methods of
acquiring and

veting

Conventions
of acceptance

Dissemination

“European culture and institutions were shaped to become more 
conducive to the kind of activities that led to the economic changes that

created the modern economies” (Mokyr, 2016).
Quest

ANY QUESTION?

Thank you.
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